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Executive Summary
This deliverable reports on the work performed in WP4/T4.2 regarding the platform customization
activities, which address the development of the required components for the Your Data Stories (YDS)
Platform. Taking into account the user requirements, as described in deliverable D2.3, “User
Requirements v1.0”, as well as the final mock-ups of the YDS platform, as have been agreed among
the partners. The mock-ups have been used in order to guide the implementation of the web
applications in the context of deliverable D4.6: “Applications & Component V1.0”. The components &
services which are being presented in this deliverable are classified in five main categories
(Personalization Infrastructure, Visualisation Infrastructure, Marketplace, Help Desk and Access
Control & Identity Management Infrastructure), based on their functionality as defined by the
project’s requirements. Each one of the components is accompanied by a description of its
functionality, its input and output specifications, and finally a usage example.
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1 Introduction
Task 4.2 is concerned with the development of the YourDataStories (YDS) platform, the contained
components, APIs, and services for supporting the development of the applications and the needs of
the rest YourDataStories platform layers. Organised in five sub-tasks, with each sub-task providing
components, APIs and services for a specific layer of the YDS platform, this task will provide the
required components, APIs, and services regarding personalisation, visualisation and editing of data,
the service market place, the help desk, and the access control and identity management of the YDS
platform.
The components, APIs, and services included in the in the first version of the platform customization
infrastructure and components, and described in this deliverable have been designed and developed
according to the user requirements, as described in deliverable D2.3, “User Requirements v1.0”, as
well as the final mock-ups of the YDS platform, as have been agreed among the partners. The mockups have been used in order to guide the implementation of the web applications in the context of
deliverable D4.6: “Applications & Component V1.0”.
The components, APIs, and services which are being presented in this deliverable are classified in five
main categories (Personalization Infrastructure, Visualisation Infrastructure, Marketplace, Help Desk
and Access Control & Identity Management Infrastructure), based on their functionality as defined by
the project’s requirements.

1.1 Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this deliverable is to enumerate the components and services included in the first
version of the platform customization infrastructure and components. For each component, a brief
description of its functionality is provided, along with a screenshot, parameters, inputs, output,
installation instructions (for components requiring installation), and API examples (whether
applicable).

1.2 Structure of the Deliverable
The structure of the deliverable is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the personalization
infrastructure and the components used for delivering the relevant services. Section 3 provides details
on the visualization infrastructure and the various components and services implemented for
supporting visualization and editing of the data managed by the YDS open data repository (T3.4).
Sections 4 and 5 describe the first versions of the infrastructure concerning the Service Market Place
and the Help Desk, while section 6 presents the authentication and authorization policy, along with its
implementation within the YDS platform. Finally, section 7 concludes this document.

31/12/2015
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2 Personalization Infrastructure and Components
This section describes the personalization infrastructure and components developed for the YDS
platform. These components support multiple roles, ranging from modeling user categories to
providing targeted recommendations. The components are built around NCSR-D’s state-of-the-art
personalization infrastructures “PServer” [1] and “PersonalAIz”, which are briefly described in the
following two subsections.

2.1 Personalization Server (PServer)
2.1.1 Overview
PServer is an application agnostic server that supports user modeling in a variety of domains (e.g.
marketplaces, news content websites, music portals, etc.). It relies on a simple generic representation
of the user model, using custom defined features per application. In more detail, PServer supports
modeling of users at different levels: personal models, stereotypes, communities, while adopting a
unified approach which hides the implementation details behind a simple and efficient API.
Furthermore, it is capable of handling large volumes of data, as it exploits state-of-the-art
technologies such as MapReduce techniques and distributed storage systems.

Figure 1: PServer component architecture.

2.1.2 Architecture
PServer infrastructure is based on Apache SPARK [2], a fast and general engine for large-scale data
processing. For its storage requirements a distributed database system (Apache HBase [3]) is being
employed. It consists of four components (Admin, Personal, Stereotype, Community). The Admin
Component is responsible for the handling of PServer’s clients and the general system configuration.
The Personal Component generates a unique model for each user based on his/her preferences. The
next component, Stereotype, detects user groups based on their attributes (e.g. age, gender,
occupation) and creates a unified user model. Last but not least, the Community Component detects
user groups based on user’s preferences and generates a single user model. All the aforementioned
components are accessible through a secured API.

31/12/2015
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2.2 PersonalAIz Platform
2.2.1 Overview
PersonalAIz is a platform which contains useful modules to extend the functionality of PServer. The
functionality of the compatible modules varies from recommendation engines and data import
endpoints to web components like Admin Panels, REST APIs and CMS plugins.
2.2.2 Architecture
The core module of the PersonalAIz platform is the PServer engine. More specifically, the functionality
of all other modules (Recommendation Engine, Data/Knowledge Input, PersonalAIz Backbone,
Administration Panel and External Components) relies on PServer.
The Recommendation Engine is responsible for retrieving metadata for users in raw text, category,
tag, alphanumeric or Boolean formats, converting the input data into PServer features and updating
the user model. As a final step, it recommends a ranking for a given object list based on the generated
user model.
The objective of the Data/Knowledge Input Component is to provide an easy way to import preexisting data or social media information to the platform.
The services of the previously mentioned components are exposed over a secured REST API with the
help of PersonalAIz Backbone. On top of them, there is an Administration Panel from which the
administrator is able to handle the clients and the system configuration. Last but not least are the
external components (WordPress [4] plugin and native JS library) that facilitate the integration of the
recommendation engine with third party applications.

Figure 2: PersonalAIz Component Architecture.

2.3 YDS Personalization Infrastructure Architecture
The personalization infrastructure is responsible for providing personalization services to YDS
Platform’s users. In order to accomplish its objectives, it uses both the Recommendation Engine and
PServer. Furthermore, it exploits two custom Drupal [5] plugins, to collect metadata from the users
and send them to the Recommendation Engine.
The first Drupal plugin, the “Market Place YDS-PS-Drupal” plugin, is installed on the YDS Marketplace.
It monitors the user navigation inside the marketplace (i.e. it monitors when a user clicks or
31/12/2015
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downloads an application) and collects metadata (i.e. application category, description, tags, price,
etc.) from the applications that the user has interacted with.
The retrieved data are being sent to the Recommendation Engine. As a next step the
Recommendation Engine converts the data into PServer’s predefined features by using converters for
raw text, categories, tags and numeric data. PServer retrieves the features produced by the
Recommendation Engine and updates the corresponding user models.
Finally, the “Marketplace Search Results” component sends the search results to the
Recommendation Engine in order to re-rank them based on the user profile. The Recommendation
Engine calculates the similarity score between the user model and each item of the results set, and
sorts the list based on that score.
The second Drupal plugin, “Dataset Warehouse YDS-PS-Drupal”, monitors user navigation when the
user browses the available datasets, contained in the YDS platform. The workflow associated with this
plugin is similar to the “Market Place YDS-PS-Drupal” plugin, which monitors the YDS Marketplace. In
a similar manner, it inspects the metadata for each dataset that a user explores, downloads, etc. The
inspected metadata include various dataset’s facets, such as dataset category, origin, available
formats, authors, etc.

Figure 3: Personalization Infrastructure Architecture

2.4 Recommendation API calls
The underlying API of the recommendation engine is provided as a REST service implemented in Java.
The Web Service is the backbone which connects the application with PServer services. The API
provided by the first version of the platform customization infrastructure and components supports
the following operations:





Add a user on the personalization platform.
Delete a user from the personalization platform.
Feed recommendation engine with user preferences in raw data.
Get recommendation for user and re-rank the search results.

31/12/2015
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The details of the services implementing the above operations are provided in the following four
tables (Table 1-4):
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Table 1: Recommendation API - Add User
Service Name
Add User
Service Endpoint
http://ydsdev.iit.demokritos.gr:8085/PersonalAIz/api/recengine/{userAuthe}
/user/{username}
HTTP method
[POST]
Scope of the Web Service
The scope of this service is to add a user in the YDS personalization infrastructure.
Response formats
JSON
Input
Parameter Name

Data Type

Required/Optional

Default Value and Brief Notes

userAuthe

String [PathParam]

Required

The system user authentication. With
api key or username|password

username

String [PathParam]

Required

The application user username

JSONUser

String [FormParam]

Optional

The user attributes or information.
e.g.{"attributes":{"gender":"male","a
ge": "25"} }

Field Name

Data Type

Parent node

Default Value and Brief Notes

outputMessage

String

-

-

Outputs

Example
Example
Request
(HTTP
Body)

/PersonalAIz/api/recengine/ClientName|ClientPass/user/UserName (ClientName, ClientPass,
UserName is values for that example)

Example
Response

200 OK

31/12/2015

JSONUser: {"attributes": {"gender”: "male","age": "25"} }

{"outputMessage":"Add Users Complete"}
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Table 2: Recommendation API - Delete User
Service Name
Delete User
Service Endpoint
http://ydsdev.iit.demokritos.gr:8085/PersonalAIz/api/recengine/{userAuthe}
/user/delete/{username}
HTTP method
[POST]
Scope of the Web Service
The scope of this service is to delete a user from the YDS personalization infrastructure
Response formats
JSON
Input
Parameter Name

Data Type

Required/Optional

Default Value and Brief Notes

userAuthe

String [PathParam]

Required

The system user authentication. With
api key or username|password

username

String [PathParam]

Required

The application user username

Field Name

Data Type

Parent node

Default Value and Brief Notes

outputMessage

String

-

-

Outputs

Example
Example
Request
(HTTP
Body)

/PersonalAIz/api/recengine/ClientName|ClientPass/user/delete/UserName
ClientPass, UserName is values for that example)

Example
Response

200 OK

31/12/2015
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{"outputMessage":"Delete Users Complete"}
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Table 3: Recommendation API - Feed
Service Name
Feed
Service Endpoint
http://ydsdev.iit.demokritos.gr:8085/PersonalAIz/api/recengine/{userAuthe}
/feed/{username}
HTTP method
[POST]
Scope of the Web Service
The scope of this service is to feed the YDS personalization infrastructure with user’s preferences
Response formats
JSON
Input
Parameter Name

Data Type

Required/Optional

Default Value and Brief Notes

userAuthe

String [PathParam]

Required

The system user authentication. With
api key or username|password

username

String [PathParam]

Required

The application user username

JSONObject

String [FormParam]

Required

The feed object that user click on it

Field Name

Data Type

Parent node

Default Value and Brief Notes

outputMessage

String

-

-

Outputs

Example
Example
Request
(HTTP
Body)

/PersonalAIz/api/recengine/ClientName|ClientPass/feed/UserName (ClientName, ClientPass,
UserName is values for that example)
JSONObject: {
"id": "1",
"language": "en",
"recommended": "true",
"timestamp": "125455226",
"text": [
"text sample 1",

31/12/2015
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"text sample 2"
],
"category": [
"category1"
],
"tag": [
"tag1",
"tag2",
"tag3"
],
"boolean": [
"boolean1name:value",
"boolean2name:value",
"boolean3name:value"
],
"alphanumerics": [
"alpha1name:value",
"alpha2name:value",
"alpha3name:value"
],
"numeric": [
"numeric1name:value",
"numeric2name:value",
"numeric3name:value"
]
}

Example
Response

31/12/2015

200 OK
{"outputMessage":"Feed User Complete"}
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Table 4: Recommendation API - Get Recommendation
Service Name
Get recommendation
Service Endpoint
http://ydsdev.iit.demokritos.gr:8085/PersonalAIz/api/recengine/{userAuthe}
/getRecommendation/{username}
HTTP method
[POST]
Scope of the Web Service
The scope of this service is to accept a list of objects (i.e. results from a search query) and rank this list based
on the profile of a user
Response formats
JSON
Input
Parameter Name

Data Type

Required/Optional

Default Value and Brief Notes

userAuthe

String [PathParam]

Required

A unique identifier of the project in
the YDS platform

username

String [PathParam]

Required

The application user username

JSONObjectList

String [FormParam]

Required

The object list that we want to rank
based on user

Field Name

Data Type

Parent node

Default Value and Brief Notes

outputMessage

JSON Array

-

-

Outputs

Example
Example
Request
(HTTP
Body)

/PersonalAIz/api/recengine/ClientName|ClientPass/getRecommendation/UserName
(ClientName, ClientPass, UserName is values for that example)
JSONObjectList: [{
"id": "1",
"language": "en",
"recommended": "true",
"timestamp": "125455226",
"text": [

31/12/2015
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"text sample 1",
"text sample 2"
],
"category": [
"category1"
],
"tag": [
"tag1",
"tag2",
"tag3"
],
"boolean": [
"boolean1name:value",
"boolean2name:value",
"boolean3name:value"
],
"alphanumerics": [
"alpha1name:value",
"alpha2name:value",
"alpha3name:value"
],
"numeric": [
"numeric1name:value",
"numeric2name:value",
"numeric3name:value"
]
},
...
]
Example
Response

31/12/2015

200 OK
[{"id": "1", "score": "0.9",},. . .]
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3 Visualization Infrastructure and Components
3.1 Introduction
We employ state-of-the-art visual analytics techniques in the context of visualizing complex aspects of
the data, providing insights and revealing the hidden stories in data. All of the components are
integrated into re-usable building blocks, allowing users to obtain visual-interactive access to all
aspects of data, enabling users of these components to intuitively access and modify parameters of
certain queries, affecting visualized insights, data interactions and interconnections, and exploration
capabilities. The components provided are highly customizable and re-usable, as they constitute key
elements of many application types. In addition, the components provide support for a wide range of
application types, ranging from mobile applications, to Web 2.0 portals, and to social media
applications.
The components introduced in the following paragraphs are part of a larger JavaScript library built
according to the requirements of the YDS Platform. The produced library leverages the features of the
AngularJS MVC Framework [6] in order to combine different visualization libraries such as Highcharts
[7], ag-Grid [8], and Leaflet [9], into one highly capable visualization library. AngularJS is a fully
extensible and highly modular toolset for extending the HTML vocabulary with dynamic views,
modularity, and ease of maintenance. In that manner, third party developers have the ability to
extend the capabilities of the YDS visualization library with minimum effort.
3.1.1 Installation guidelines
The YDS Visualization library provided by the YDS platform, which includes all the developed
components described in this section, depends on a number of third party libraries such as AngularJS,
Highcharts etc. Below you will find a complete list with its dependencies.









AngularJS [6] (v1.4.7)
Bootstrap [10] (v0.14.3)
ag-Grid [8] (v2.3.5)
Highstock [10] (v2.1.9)
Highmaps [11] (v1.1.9)
LeafletJS [9] (v0.7.7)
UnderscoreJS [13] (v1.8.3)
oclazyload [14] (v1.0.8)

For an unobstructed installation process, avoid utilizing earlier (lower) versions of the aforementioned
libraries.
3.1.1.1 Installation Process
As a first step import the required dependencies inside the head section of each page including any
visualization component:

31/12/2015
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<!-- Bootstrap core CSS -->
<link href="css/bootstrap.min.css" rel="stylesheet">
<link
<link
<link
<link

href="css/ag-grid.min.css" rel="stylesheet">
href="css/theme-fresh.min.css" rel="stylesheet">
href="css/leaflet.css" rel="stylesheet">
href="css/leaflet.contextmenu.css" rel="stylesheet">

<!-- Import leaflet library -->
<script src="lib/leaflet.js"></script>
<script src="lib/leaflet.contextmenu.js"></script>
<!-- Import ag-grid library -->
<script src="lib/ag-grid.min.js"></script>
<!-- Import highstock(includes highcharts) along with the highmap module -->
<script src="lib/highcharts-standalone.src.js"></script>
<script src="lib/highstock.js"></script>
<script src="lib/highmaps.min.js"></script>
<script src="lib/highstock-exporting.js"></script>
<script
<script
<script
<script

src="lib/underscore-min.js"></script>
src="lib/angular.min.js"></script>
src="lib/angular-ui-router.min.js"></script>
src="lib/angular.ng-modules.js"></script>

<script src="lib/ocLazyLoad.min.js"></script>
<script src="lib/ui-bootstrap-tpls-0.14.3.min.js"></script>

Next you the file that includes YDS Library must be imported:
<script src="js/yds-lib.js"></script>

As a final step inject the YDS module inside the AngularJS application (app.js):
var ydsDemo = angular.module('ydsDemo', ['yds']);

The above installation instructions are common for all components described in this section. They
must be followed in order to use any of the provided by the YDS platform components described in
this section.
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3.2 Search Components
3.2.1 Basic Search Component
The ‘Basic Search’ component of the YDS platform is conceived with a minimal design, towards
simplicity and ease of use. The component is composed of a simple search box and a simple button on
the right side of it. The core idea is the ability to provide results upon any search query (e.g. VAT id,
organization name, project name, location, etc.) provided by the user. The underlying functionality of
the component is extensively analyzed in deliverable D3.9.
Table 5: Example Usage of the Basic Search Component

Example Usage
<div yds-search></div>

Figure 4: The Basic Search Component

3.2.2 Search Filters Component
The ‘Search Filters’ is a component with dynamically generated content based on the data received
from the search query. The generated options can be applied as filters on the search results in order
to provide further exploration functionality to the end user. In case the user applies a new filter, i.e.
select a provided option, the query mechanism is triggered by the component according to the
selected filter options and a new result set is retrieved.
Table 6: Example Usage of the Search Filters Component

Example Usage
<div yds-facets></div>

Figure 5: The Search Filters Component
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3.2.3 Search Results Component
The ‘Search Results’ component consists of a list of result set items. Each one of these items is
composed of the title and a short description of the dataset, as well as metadata that are retrieved
from the search API, depending of the type of the item, as described thoroughly in D3.9.
When the user selects an item, the user is redirected in a page that displays a more detailed view of
the dataset, containing general information of the data and the raw dataset in a customizable grid
widget. Moreover, it contains several visualization components (such as bar charts, pie charts, etc.),
which should help the user to draw useful conclusions around the dataset.
A demonstration of this component is accessible through the following URL:
http://ydsdev.iit.demokritos.gr/yds/content/projects
Table 7: Example Usage of the Search Results Component

Example Usage
<div yds-results></div>

Figure 6: The Search Results Component
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3.3 General Purpose Components
3.3.1 General Statistics Component
The General Statistics Component is an HTML element which depicts general information about the
YDS Platform. When the user visits the page that contains the specific component, three different
animating counters display selected statistics about the YDS resources.
Table 8: Example Usage of the General Statistics Component

Example Usage
<div yds-statistics></div>

Figure 7: The General Statistics Component

3.3.2 Project Info Component
The Project Info Component is an HTML element which is used to display information about specific
projects or organizations, information about which is available through the YDS Platform. The amount
of the shown information depends on the type of the resource that the user has visited.
Table 9: Example Usage of the Project Info Component

Example Usage
<div yds-info
project-id="200122"
data-type="projectInfo">
</div>
Table 10: Input Values of the Project Info Component

Input
project-id (Required)

data-type (Required)

31/12/2015

Description
Numeric attribute, which defines the unique identifier of the
resource that the displayed route is associated with. If empty, the
element cannot be initialized.
String attribute that defines the declarative name of the table which
contains the data to be rendered.
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Figure 8: The Project Info Component

3.4 Visualization Components
3.4.1 Heat Map Component
The Heat Map Component is based on the Highmaps [12] visualization library. It is a map component
which allows users to depict countries with different colors depending on the data provided for each
country. The developers are able to define the range of countries or continents shown inside the map
as well as the color range which will be used throughout the map. In case that the map is initialized in
continent level, users are able to click on a country in order to access a more detailed view of the
selected country.
Table 11: Example Usage of the Heat Map Component

Example Usage
<div yds-heatmap
init-area="Europe">
</div>
Table 12: Attributes of the Heat Map Component

Attribute
init-area (Optional)

31/12/2015

Description
String attribute, which defines the initialization area of the heat
map component. If empty, it initializes a world map instance.
Available options: Europe, Greece, Colombia etc.
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Figure 9: The Heat Map component

3.4.2 Map Component
The Map Component is based on the Leaflet JavaScript library, an open-source library for mobilefriendly interactive maps. It is a map component which can be used in order to display a specific route
on a map. The displayed route is being retrieved through a REST API by declaring its unique identifier
in the corresponding attribute of the component. The user is able to zoom to a specific portion of the
map as well as to navigate to other locations. Moreover, the map component allows users to embed it
on their own websites using an iframe element.
A demonstration of this component is accessible through the following URL:
http://ydsdev.iit.demokritos.gr/yds/content/project-details

Table 13: Example Usage of the Map Component

Example Usage
<div yds-map
project-id="200122"
embeddable="true"
embed-btn-x="520"
embed-btn-y="12"
popover-pos="left">
</div>
Table 14: Input Values of the Map Component

Input
31/12/2015

Description
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Numeric attribute, which defines the unique identifier of the
resource that the displayed route is associated with. If empty, the
element cannot be initialized.
Boolean attribute, which defines if the map component can be
embedded or not.
Default: false
Available options : true, false
Numeric attribute, which defines the x-axis position of the embed
button.
Default: 12 (12px from the top left corner of the component)
Numeric attribute, which defines the y-axis position of the embed
button.
Default: 12 (12px from the top left corner of the component)
Optional attribute, which defines from which side of the embed
button, the embed information window will appear.
Default: right
Available options : right, left, top, bottom

Figure 10: The Map Component

3.4.3 Line Chart Component
The Line Chart component is based on the Highstock [11] visualization library. It consists of a 2D plot
of time - series data. The library can zoom into predefined time periods, or into custom time periods
by means of the two date boxes on the top right corner.
The zoom can also be altered graphically, by dragging the bottom right navigation bar left or right.
The plot may be persisted using the two different buttons on the top right corner. On the right side,
there is the ‘extract’ button, which provides the option to extract the plot in various image formats, or
print the plot directly. On the left of this button is the ‘embed’ button, which provides embedding
functionality of the component, described in detail in §3.6.1.
A demonstration of this component is accessible through the following URL:
http://ydsdev.iit.demokritos.gr/yds/content/project-details
31/12/2015
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Table 15: Example Usage of the Line Chart Component

Example Usage
<div yds-line
project-id="200122"
embeddable="true"
embed-btn-x="520"
embed-btn-y="12"
popover-pos="left">
<div>
Table 16: Attributes of the Line Chart Component

Attribute
project-id (Required)

embeddable (Optional)

embed-btn-x (Optional)

embed-btn-y (Optional)

popover-pos (Optional)

31/12/2015

Description
Numeric attribute, which defines the unique identifier of the
resource that the displayed route is associated with. If empty, the
element cannot be initialized.
Boolean attribute, which defines if the map component can be
embedded or not.
Default: false
Available options : true, false
Numeric attribute, which defines the x-axis position of the embed
button.
Default: 12 (12px from the top left corner of the component)
Numeric attribute, which defines the y-axis position of the embed
button.
Default: 12 (12px from the top left corner of the component)
Optional attribute, which defines from which side of the embed
button, the embed information window will appear.
Default: right
Available options : right, left, top, bottom
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Figure 11: The Line Chart Component

Figure 12: The Line Chart Component – example for printing or extracting plot

3.4.4 Bar Chart Component
The bar chart component is based on the Highcharts [7] library. It is a highly customizable chart library
with the following features:
 HTML formatted title and subtitle
 HTML formatted tooltip
 Customizable padding and width
 Customizable colors on each bar group
 Directly printable document via a menu selection
 Directly exportable document as an image via a menu selection
The library is extended in the context of the YDS platform to support embed functionality, via a menu
selection. The embedding component tool is fully described in §3.6.1 of the current deliverable.
A demonstration of this component is accessible through the following URL:
http://ydsdev.iit.demokritos.gr/yds/content/project-details
31/12/2015
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Table 17: Example Usage of the Bar Chart Component

Example Usage
<div yds-bar
project-id="200122"
embeddable="true"
embed-btn-x="520"
embed-btn-y="12"
popover-pos="left">
<div>

31/12/2015
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Table 18: Attributes of the Bar Chart Component

Attribute
project-id (Required)

embeddable (Optional)

embed-btn-x (Optional)

embed-btn-y (Optional)

popover-pos (Optional)

Description
Numeric attribute, which defines the unique identifier of the
resource that the visualized data are associated with. If empty, the
element cannot be initialized.
Boolean attribute, which defines if the map component can be
embedded or not.
Default: false
Available options : true, false
Numeric attribute, which defines the x-axis position of the embed
button.
Default: 12 (12px from the top left corner of the component)
Numeric attribute, which defines the y-axis position of the embed
button.
Default: 12 (12px from the top left corner of the component)
Optional attribute, which defines from which side of the embed
button, the embed information window will appear.
Default: right
Available options : right, left, top, bottom

Figure 13: Example Bar Chart rendering

3.4.5 Pie Chart Component
The Pie Chart Component is based on the Highcharts [7] JavaScript library, a library for creating pie
plots for visualizing data. A pie chart is a circular chart divided into sectors which is proportional to the
quantity it represents. The library comes with a handful of visualization features, such as:
 Configuration of colors, margins, paddings of the plot
 Ability to easily render plots from large datasets, with a highly configurable API
 HTML configurable title and tooltip
The component is extended in the context of the YDS platform to support embed functionality.
A demonstration of this component is accessible through the following URL:
http://ydsdev.iit.demokritos.gr/yds/content/project-details
31/12/2015
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Table 19: Example Usage of the Pie Chart Component

Example Usage
<div yds-pie
project-id="200122"
embeddable="true"
embed-btn-x="520"
embed-btn-y="12"
popover-pos="left">
<div>
Table 20: Attributes of the Pie Chart Component

Attribute
project-id (Required)

embeddable (Optional)

embed-btn-x (Optional)

embed-btn-y (Optional)

popover-pos (Optional)

Description
Numeric attribute, which defines the unique identifier of the
resource that the visualized data are associated with. If empty, the
element cannot be initialized.
Boolean attribute, which defines if the map component can be
embedded or not.
Default: false
Available options : true, false
Numeric attribute, which defines the x-axis position of the embed
button.
Default: 12 (12px from the top left corner of the component)
Numeric attribute, which defines the y-axis position of the embed
button.
Default: 12 (12px from the top left corner of the component)
Optional attribute, which defines from which side of the embed
button, the embed information window will appear.
Default: right
Available options : right, left, top, bottom

Figure 14: The Pie Chart Component
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3.4.6 Grid Component
The Grid Component is based on the ag-Grid [8] JavaScript library, a powerful library for creating data
grids with large volumes of data. Users are able to navigate with ease through the displayed data by
using its pagination features. They can also sort the displayed data (ascending/descending) based on a
specific column of the table by clicking on the header of the corresponding column. Moreover, users
have the ability to reorder and resize the columns of the grid according to their needs.
A demonstration of this component is accessible through the following URL:
http://ydsdev.iit.demokritos.gr/yds/content/project-details

Table 21: Example Usage of the Grid Component

Example Usage
<div yds-grid
project-id="200110"
table-type="SubProjectDataGrid"
sorting="true"
col-resize="true"
paging="true"
page-size="50">
</div>
Table 22: Attributes of the Grid Component

Attribute
project-id (Required)

data-type (Required)
sorting

col-resize

paging

page-size

31/12/2015

Description
Numeric attribute, which defines the unique identifier of the
resource that the visualized data are associated with. If empty, the
element cannot be initialized.
String attribute that defines the declarative name of the table
which contains the data to be rendered.
Boolean attribute, which defines if the columns of the grid will
allow content sorting on click.
Default: false
Available options : true, false
Boolean attribute, which defines if the columns of the grid will be
resizable or not.
Default: false
Available options : true, false
Boolean attribute, which defines if the grid display will be
paginated or not. If true, the grid rows will be divided in different
views
Default: false
Available options : true, false
Numeric attribute that defines the rows per page of the paginated
grid display.
Default: 100
Available options: 0-10000
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Figure 15: The Grid Component

3.5 Geo-Editing Component
The component consists of an interactive map, upon which the user may provide road traces. On the
right side, a map is displayed. The user can zoom in/out, and add starting, ending, and via points to
the map, defining a route to be stored. The component will automatically generate the route, based
on the roads found from the underlying map. On the left of the map, the route points provided by the
user are displayed, where the user can delete any of them according to his desires. Below the map,
two buttons reside, a “Clear All” button, providing a ‘remove all adjustments’ functionality to the
component, and a “Save” button, providing persistence of the route generated. The component may
be used, for example, when a project involves road construction works, a user may provide the actual
road that is being developed, if the data is not already present in the platform.
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Figure 16: The Geo-Editing component – an example with 4 route points

In order to achieve this desired functionality, the service calls an underlying API (GeoEditing) that
extracts geolocation data from the open source OpenRouteService [12] and prints them properly to
the map.
A demonstration of this component is accessible through the following URL:
http://ydsdev.iit.demokritos.gr/yds/geo-editing
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3.5.1 GeoEditing API
The underlying API of the geo-editing component is implemented as a REST service in Java. The
service is a wrapper of the OpenRouteService service and its implementation specifications are
described below. The API is used in the following occasions:
 A user inserts a start/end/via point in the map: Each time a new point is inserted or an existing
point is moved in the map, the underlying API recalculates the route via a new HTTP call to the
OpenRouteService API, and returns the new route to be rendered.
 A user deletes a point from the left sided list of points. The remaining points are then used to
request a new route from OpenRouteService and return the route to be rendered.
The need for this wrapper occurred for abstracting the route generation mechanism from the
frontend, so that any mechanism may be used, provided that it complies with the API specifications.
Table 23: GeoEditing API specifications – save Route
Service Name
Save
Service Endpoint
http://ydsdev.iit.demokritos.gr:8085/YDSAPI/yds/geo/route/save/{projectId}
HTTP method
[POST]
Scope of the Web Service
The scope of this service is to store a route provided by a user in the geo-editing component
Response formats
JSON
Input
Parameter Name

Data Type

Required/Optional

Default Value and Brief Notes

projectId

String [PathParam]

Required

A unique identifier of the project in
the YDS platform

geoData

String [FormParam]

Required

The data to persist

Data Type

Parent node

Default Value and Brief Notes

String

-

-

Outputs
Field Name

Example
Example

31/12/2015

/yds/geo/route/save/1

(‘1’ is the place for the ‘projectId’ parameter, this is just a simple
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example)

geoData: { "startPoint": {

"lat": 35.530092658787005,

"lng": 23.810807495028712 },

"viaPoints": [
{

"lat": 35.525396702617805,

"lng": 23.84895862574922

},

{

"lat": 35.49198366469642,

"lng": 23.871917724609375

}

],
"endPoint": {

"lat": 35.51698520538744,

"lng": 23.888058776501566 },

"route": [
{

"lat": 23.81079,

"lng": 35.530067

{

"lat": 23.811302,

"lng": 35.529827

},

{

"lat": 23.811657,

"lng": 35.529743

},

{

"lat": 23.81211,

"lng": 35.52975

},

{

"lat": 23.81257,

"lng": 35.52978

},

{

"lat": 23.814438,

"lng": 35.52998

},

}

]
}
Example
Response

200 OK
{“saved_succesfully”}
Table 24: Retrieve saved route for a project

Service Name
getGeoRoute
Service Endpoint
http://ydsdev.iit.demokritos.gr:8085/YDSAPI/yds/geo/route/{projectId}
HTTP method
[GET]
Scope of the Web Service
The scope of this service is to retrieve a route stored by a user in the geo-editing component for a specific
project
Response formats
JSON
Input
Parameter Name

31/12/2015
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Required/Optional

Default Value and Brief Notes
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String [PathParam]

Required

A unique identifier of the project in
the YDS platform

Field Name

Data Type

Parent node

Default Value and Brief Notes

startPoint

Object

-

Lat (latitude) and lng (longitude) for
start point of route

viaPoints

Array (Objects)

-

Array of (lat, lng) points

endPoint

Object

-

Lat (latitude) and lng (longitude) for
start point of route

route

Array (Objects)

-

Array of (lat, lng) points

Outputs

Example
Example
Request

<host>:<port>/yds/geo/route/1 (‘1’ is the place for the ‘projectId’ parameter, this is just a
simple example)

Example
Response

{
"startPoint": {
"viaPoints": [
{

"lat": 35.530092658787005,
{

"lng": 23.810807495028712 },

"lat": 35.525396702617805,

"lat": 35.52338678743194,

"lng": 23.84895862574922

"lng": 23.860675125033595

},

}

],
"endPoint": {
"route": [

{

"lat": 35.51698520538744,
"lat": 23.81079,

"lng": 23.888058776501566 },

"lng": 35.530067

{

"lat": 23.811302,

"lng": 35.529827

},

{

"lat": 23.811657,

"lng": 35.529743

},

{

"lat": 23.81211,

"lng": 35.52975

},

{

"lat": 23.81257,

"lng": 35.52978

}

},

]
}
Table 25: GeoEditing API specifications – get Route points
Service Name
Get route points
Service Endpoint
http://ydsdev.iit.demokritos.gr:8085/YDSAPI/yds/geo/route
HTTP method

31/12/2015
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[POST]
Scope of the Web Service
The scope of this service is to obtain a route for the geo-data specified.
Response formats
JSON
Input
Parameter Name

Data Type

Required/Optional

Default Value and Brief Notes

geoData

String [FormParam]

Required

The data that the user has provided

Field Name

Data Type

Parent node

Default Value and Brief Notes

route

Array (Objects)

-

-

Outputs

Example
Example
Request
(HTTP
Body)

geoData:{ "startPoint": {

"lat": 35.530092658787005,

"endPoint": {

"lat": 35.51698520538744,

"viaPoints": [

{

{

"lng": 23.888058776501566 },

"lat": 35.525396702617805,

"lat": 35.49198366469642,

"lng": 23.810807495028712 },

"lng": 23.84895862574922

"lng": 23.871917724609375

},

}

]
}
Example
Response

{
"route": [

{

"lat": 23.81079,

"lng": 35.530067

{

"lat": 23.811302,

"lng": 35.529827

},

{

"lat": 23.811657,

"lng": 35.529743

},

{

"lat": 23.81211,

"lng": 35.52975

},

{

"lat": 23.81257,

"lng": 35.52978

}

},

]
}

31/12/2015
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3.6 Extensions
3.6.1 Embed Component Extension
The embed component acts as an extension for the YDS bar, line, pie and map components and
provides embedding functionality to each one of them. It is responsible for obtaining a ‘snapshot’ of
the desired component which can be reused through a persistent - unique URL. The generated URL is
being created by the REST API which is described in the following paragraph (3.6.1.1). When the user
clicks on the component, a popup widow containing an HTML snippet appears. The generated HTML
can be directly inserted in HTML pages in order to render the desirable plot.

Figure 17: Example of the component’s embed functionality

3.6.1.1 Embed Service API
The component communicates with an underlying service that functions as a persistence backend to
the component. The Embed Service is implemented as a REST service in Java. The embed service uses
a MongoDB [13] database for persistence purposes and provides the following endpoints to the
component.
The service will check for existence of the provided snapshot in the database, will store it if required,
and return a unique identifier of this snapshot to the user, in order to use it for the generated HTML
code to reuse.
Table 26: Embed Service API specifications – save component snapshot
Service Name
Save
Service Endpoint
http://ydsdev.iit.demokritos.gr:8085/YDSAPI/yds/embed/save

31/12/2015
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HTTP method
[POST]
Scope of the Web Service
The scope of this Service is to store a component snapshot for reference in the embed component
Response formats
JSON
Input
Parameter Name

Data Type

Required/Optional

Default Value and Brief Notes

project_id

String [FormParam]

Required

A unique identifier of the project in
the YDS platform

facets

String [FormParam]

Required

The data to persist

viz_type

String [FormParam]

Required

The type of the caller component (i.e.
bar, map, pie, etc.)

Field Name

Data Type

Parent node

Default Value and Brief Notes

status

String

-

OK/ERROR

msg

String

-

An error message, in the case that an
error occurs

generated_hash

String

-

A unique identifier of the object
inserted/updated

Outputs

Example
Example
Request
(HTTP
Body)

{

project_id: 123456789 ,
facets: [

viz_type: grid,

{

facet_type:facet_type_3,
facet_values:[f4,f5,f6]

}

]}
Example
Response

{

"status": "OK",
"message": "",
"generated_hash": "566962b79b45e742f7f5ed31" }
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Table 27: Embed Service API specifications – retrieve component snapshot
Service Name
load
Service Endpoint
http://ydsdev.iit.demokritos.gr:8085/YDSAPI/yds/embed/{embed_id}
HTTP method
[GET]
Scope of the Web Service
The scope of this Service is to retrieve a component snapshot for reference in the embed component
Response formats
JSON
Input
Parameter Name

Data Type

Required/Optional

Default Value and Brief Notes

embed_id

String [PathParam]

Required

A unique identifier of the snapshot

Field Name

Data Type

Parent node

Default Value and Brief Notes

status

String

-

OK/ERROR

msg

String

-

An error message, in the case that an
error occurs

generated_hash

String

-

A unique identifier of the object
inserted/updated

Outputs

Example
Example Request (HTTP Body)

http://<host>:<port>/YDSAPI/yds/embed/566962b79b45e742f7f5ed31

Example Response

{ "embedding": {
"project_id": "123456789",
"type": "GRID",
"facets": [

{

"facet_type": "facet_type_3",
"facet_values": ["f4", "f5", "f6"]

}

]

}, "status": "OK", "message": "" }
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4 Service Marketplace
The YDS Market Place provides a list of components and services that are created using the YDS
facilities and data. It provides developers, businesses and independent users the mechanism to find
existing or upload new services that have been created based on YDS offerings. The first version of
the Market Place contains a categorisation of services and components which can be searched online
and viewed in full details by users. Registered users can also post their services/components by
providing a predefined set of information which will help others use the respective
service/component.
A moderation process is foreseen for the first version of the Market Place. Registration and posting of
a new service/component are available with no restrictions, but publishing to the Market Place has to
be approved by a YDS moderator which will check for the validity and soundness of the offered item.
A demonstration of this component is accessible through the following URL:
http://ydsdev.iit.demokritos.gr/yds/marketplace

5 Help Desk
The role of the YDS Hel Desk is to provide the required documentation and resources to both
developers and consumers of the YDS components and services. A forum section which provides all
the typical functionality of a forum is provided, through the integration of forum-related
infrastructure by WP5. The discussion groups will be adjusted according to the needs of the users that
will participate in the forum. The initially created groups are targeted to developers and end-users.
The goal is to let developers discuss and exchange ideas or thoughts about the YDS tools while trying
to develop new applications. The YDS experts will actively monitor the discussions and try to mentor
developers on how to properly use the tools or where to find appropriate documentation. Moreover,
end-users of the YDS applications are able to seek help on how to use the applications and provide
feedback on what needs to be changed or added in order to increase the usability of the applications.
User guides or other instructive material, e.g. videos, will be constantly added in this section as work
progresses and new or updated versions of the YDS components are put into production
environment.
Another section of the Help Desk mainly aiming at developers is the Q&A section. Q&A provides the
ability for users to ask and answer questions, and, through membership and active participation, edit
questions and answers and vote for the most eligible answers. This kind of community interaction is
well established through the stackexchange [14] network which includes a big number of websites
where developers can find, ask and answer questions about software development. The YDS Q&A
section offers this kind of functionality to the YDS users in order to steadily create a point of reference
for common problems, solutions and ideas about the tools and components of YDS.
Finally, Frequently Asked Questions is a section that consists of a set of common questions that
developers or end-users of the YDS applications have and their respective answers. The FAQ page is a
common feature of modern web platforms and the goal is to gather the most common questions
from the forum and the Q&A section into one place for easy access by new users of the platform.
A demonstration of this component is accessible through the following URLs:
http://ydsdev.iit.demokritos.gr/yds/help-desk-faq
http://ydsdev.iit.demokritos.gr/yds/forum
http://ydsdev.iit.demokritos.gr/yds/questions/all
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6 Access Control and Identity Management System
The main access point to the YDS platform will be a web interface based on the popular open source
content management system Drupal [5]. In order to implement the Access Control and Identity
Management System (ACIMS), the YDS platform will mainly rely on the mechanisms provided by
Drupal.
Drupal ships with robust user management and security features including password policies, user
reminder settings, and complete log-in security procedures. A full set of permissions for an extended
set of actions is provided via a web interface to the administrators of a Drupal platform. This feature
together with the role management facilities, allows administrators to set up an access control policy
according to the needs of the project. Moreover, community-provided modules can be used to
further refine the access control to the resources of the platform, e.g. the Content Access module
allows setting permissions at a page level per role and user.
The YDS Access Control and Identity Management System is heavily relying on these security features
of Drupal. The customized components will be fully integrated in Drupal in order to take advantage of
the administrative capabilities offered by the platform and allow administrators or moderators to
manage roles and permissions in an easy and effective manner via an online user interface. As
described in D2.5-Technical Specifications & Architecture V1.0, the identified roles of the YDS
platform are: anonymous, registered, community moderator and the YDS Platform Administrator.
Another aspect of the security enforcing process is the control of access to resources residing outside
the YDS platform part which is built on Drupal. The Open Data Repository (ODR) is such a resource.
Data stored in the ODR are offered to the platform components through a set of web services. Being
built on top of Virtuoso, the ODR implements an internal access control mechanism. This implies that
the main YDS platform interface will have to communicate and be aligned with permissions set by this
control mechanism. YDS (Drupal) roles will be adapted to match roles in the ODR and custom
functions might need to be developed in order to ensure the proper management of the calls
originating from the YDS platform towards the ODR.
There are a number of risks when deploying an access control and identity management system. To
this end, we have identified the security risks and the mitigation strategy of YDS as presented below.

6.1 Security Risks and Mitigation
6.1.1 Risk: Insecure access control
Likelihood: Low / Impact: High
Description: A common requirement of most multi-user information systems is to provide a
mechanism for access control. Access control comprises identification, authentication and
authorization. By providing insecure access control mechanisms in YDS, registered users, city
administrators, developers and businesses might be able to access information of other users in the
system. Furthermore, an attacker might get access to the YDS platform, which would enable him to
use data that are not publicly available, misconfigure system settings or gain access to paid services
like advanced data insights or commercially offered APIs.
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6.1.2 Risk: Identity theft
Likelihood: Medium / Impact: High
Description: Identity theft is about an attacker who pretends to be someone else. This is a serious
risk, especially in an environment like YDS which offers a Marketplace and potentially paid services.
An attacker gaining access to the YDS platform as an existing user would have access to the user’s
profile and services. If the stolen identity is that of a user who has bought access to advanced data
insights or a developer who offers services, the attacker could alter the configurations of the
visualisations, experiment with data that he is not permitted to access and even take advantage of
data insights to shape his ideas or even steal existing ones.
6.1.3 Risk: Data Leakage
Likelihood: Medium / Impact: Medium
Description: Data leakage refers to unauthorized third parties gaining access to personal or businessrelated data. Depending on the feedback and the granularity of the data, an attacker might have
access to a large number of personal/business data records. The YDS Platform will maintain open data
as well as private analysed sets of data which can be used for advanced insights. Moreover, journalists
using YDS could save information and research about a story they are about to publish. Leakage of
such data would expose information that might be copyrighted or jeopardise the competitive edge of
a user trying to shape a business idea based on advanced analytics gained through paid YDS services
and visualisations.
6.1.4 Mitigation: Security pattern-based access control
Security patterns are a well-established domain within the IT-security field. Security patterns describe
well-proven security solutions for common IT-security problems. They are written by security experts
in their respective domains. To implement access control in YDS, a combination of security patterns is
required. Figure 18 below depicts a system of security patterns to implement the YDS Platform’s
access control mechanism. By implementing the “Single Access Point” pattern, only a one point of
access needs to be secured. The “Checkpoint” pattern provides the framework for implementing the
required authentication and authorization patterns and its enforcement. Relying on a security pattern
approach, the insecure access control risk can be mitigated as only authorized users have access to
the YDS platform. Moreover, a secure access control mechanism also indirectly mitigates the risk for
identity theft as only the authorized users have access to services and protected data. Furthermore, it
prevents data leakage, as all data stored in the YDS platform is only available to authorized users.
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Figure 18: System of Security Patterns realizing Access Control

The YDS security features are applied system-wise, covering all layers of architecture. The YDS ACIMS
ensures that only users with appropriate permissions will be able to access the data relying in the
platform’s data storage. Moreover, the external APIs (Service Interfaces) exposed by the platform can
be secured by means of encryption over HTTP via SSL, which is the standard protocol for security over
the Internet.
Since we are using Drupal [5] for the YDS platform, any user credentials (for accessing the central
platform) are stored encrypted inside the Drupal database. Only the Services Layer and the UI is
exposed publicly. Finally, we are not going to store sensitive data inside the platform (e.g. credit card
details). If a payment workflow will be required, it will be implemented inside the payment service
provider’s website, therefore there is no risk of losing such kind of data.
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7 Conclusions and Next Steps
This deliverable has presented the work that has been performed in the context of task T4.2, of work
package WP4. Having as a starting point the user requirements, as depicted in deliverable D2.3, “User
Requirements v1.0”, as well as the final mock-ups of the YDS platform, as have been agreed among
the partners and have been used to guide the implementation of the applications reported in
deliverable D4.6: “Applications & Component V1.0”, task T4.2 has designed and implemented a set of
components, APIs, and services. These components, APIs, and services constitute the first version of
the platform customization infrastructure and components.
The development of the components, APIs, and services reported in this deliverable have taken into
consideration the state-of-art and the currently available best practices, as these have been identified
by T4.1 and reported in deliverable D4.1. The implemented components, APIs, and services have been
organised in five main categories, (Personalization Infrastructure, Visualisation Infrastructure,
Marketplace, Help Desk and Access Control & Identity Management Infrastructure) that reflect both
the various YDS infrastructure layers and the internal organisation of T4.2 in subtasks.
Each component, API, or service has been individually described through a brief presentation of the
provided functionality, along with a screenshot and a URL offering a demonstration (where
applicable). The description is accompanied by installation instructions (for components that require
installation), and the API/service through which the component is accessible/embeddable. In such a
case, the API/service parameters, inputs, output, and API examples are provided.
This deliverable reports on the first version of the platform customization infrastructure and
components, which will be integrated along with the first version of applications and components
(reported in deliverable D4.6) and the services offered by WP3, into the first integrated prototype.
Subsequent versions of the platform customisation infrastructure and components are expected to
provide updated versions of the currently available components, APIs, and services, along with
possible new components, APIs, and services, in order to adapt to possible new requirements and
functionality needed by the constantly evolving YDS platform.
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